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Goal and Objectives for the Initiative

→ Develop unified and inter-disciplinary approaches
→ Bringing together hitherto separate fields and competencies
Meteorology
Behavioural & Cognitive Science
(Renewable) energy sector
→ Using behavioural decision experiments to
* simulate real-time problems for specific user groups

* formulate strategies for applications & research
* design experiments and games for teaching purposes

...the overarching goal is to demonstrate the value of using
probabilistic forecasts in the Renewable Energy Sector

Forecast Games and Experiments Initiative
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Features we cover with our experiments:






Methodology:
Scenarios where we learn which forecasts methodology is appropriate to capture the
events that are critical for us and assist in methodology selection
Economic Extremes
Scenarios with extreme balancing power prices, or forecast with high uncertainty and
errors in one direction that may be highly penalized or may even lead to blackouts
Risk Assessment
Investigate whether decision-makers are more risk averse or prone given probabilistic
forecasts and whether the amount of uncertainty makes a difference
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Background for the Initiative

Reasons for the use of probabilistic forecasts:
→ Decision making with probabilistic information has the potential to be better
→ Improves judgement and decision making in critical situations
→ In challenging situations users keep focus and confidence when
using probabilistic information
→ Application of mitigation strategies and reduction of vulnerabilities in electric
grid becomes possible
→ ...

THEO
RY...

What about the practical application ?
What does it mean “better in average”…

It is all about “dealing with extremes….”
task 36

Scene: Decision to be made for Day-ahead:
Wind Power Forecast
Day-ahead
forecast

30 %
cut-off ?

70 %
cut-off ?

Situation
→ Deterministic methods
“hide” inherent uncertainty
of forecast
→ Climate change requires
more focus on extremes
→ Increasing penetration
levels change system
security levels

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Day-ahead:
Wind Power Forecast
Day-ahead

10-30 %
cut-off ?

10-70 %
cut-off ?

...these extra
forecasts do not
help me at all...

Situation
Randomly selected
deterministic forecasts do not
provide a realistic uncertainty!
Deterministic forecasts can
deviate a lot or provide
confidence, where there is no
reason for confidence...!

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Intra-day:
Wind Power Forecast

..if the power last
night didn’t cut off, it will
probably also not
do so now...

In short-term
balancing or grid
operation:
→ can an
informed decision
be made on the
basis of such a
forecast...

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Intra-day:
Wind Power Forecast

In short-term
balancing or grid
operation:
Decisions should not
be made in extreme
situations on the basis
of a deterministic
power forecast
alone... !

Non-informed
decision

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Intra-day:
Wind Power + Wind Speed Forecast
25m/s

Situation
In short-term
balancing or grid
operation:
Wind power + wind
speed forecasts can
sometimes
help….
Lucky punch
or wellinformed
decision..?

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Intra-day:
Wind Power Forecast + Uncertainty

Situation:
In short-term balancing
or grid operation:
Using uncertainty
forecasts...
Does the uncertainty
forecast alone give
confidence and will I
always make the
correct decision.. ?

Dealing with Extremes….
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Scene: Decision to be made for Intra-day:
Wind Power + Wind Speed Forecast + Uncertainty

wind
power

Solution:
Does the uncertainty
forecast alone solve
the problem...
25m/s
wind
speed
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Dealing with Extremes….

Application of Probabilistic Forecasts need a paradigm shift
1. Probabilities are only useful if I know how to act upon
2. Mitigation strategies need to be connected to Probabilities
Needs:
1. technical issue:
- EMS systems need to be able to operate with probabilistic forecasts!
- Information needs to be provided graphically + data
- Guidelines need to be adopted….
2. the human factor:
New methods and approaches are bound to fail, if end-users do not know
how to harness new forecast methods and systematically integrate
uncertainty in their decision-making processes

Decisions to be made whether or not a highspeed cut-off takes place within the forecast
time:
- in 12 cases
- whether to trade 50% or 100% of the
generating power of an offshore wind park

Decision Tools:
- 3 deterministic forecasts showing the wind
power & wind speed
- probabilistic forecast as 10 percentiles from
75 forecasts showing wind power
and wind speed as uncertainty bands

deterministic forecasts

The Game:

probabilistic forecasts
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1st Experiment: Forecasting Game
“Offshore wind power trading in extreme events”

wind power
threshold line 25m/s

wind speed

wind power
threshold line 25m/s

wind speed
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1st Experiment: Forecasting Game
“Offshore wind power trading in extreme events”

Cost Function

Percentiles
in Forecast
graphs

Cost function’s aspects:
- if the probability of a HSSD exceeds 33%
trading 50% will give higher payoff
- if the probability of a HSSD < 33%
trading 100% will give higher payoff

Purpose of a cost function:
Define a risk profile for your application

100% trading
50% trading

Here:
→ percentiles provided information about
the probability of a loss/gain in both
wind and power !

Forecast Game 1: Offshore wind power decision making in extreme events

probabilistic forecasts

deterministic forecasts
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wind power

Different ways of communicating probabilistic information
Only 1 of 3 power
forecasts show
HSSD

Weather Map at time of highest HSSD probability
100m Wind [m/s] – MEAN -

threshold line 25m/s

Wind speed
< 25m/s

wind speed
Probability for HSSD
in wind power
> 33%

wind power
threshold line 25m/s

wind speed

Minimum

P80 exceeds
threshold...
Weather maps
are unambiguous...
Maximum

Forecast Experiments and Games Initiative
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- SUMMARY and TAKE-AWAY -

Decision making becomes more informed with uncertainty forecasts:
- we see what is hidden in deterministic “best guesses”
- forecasts are no longer “mystically” wrong….
Value of uncertainty forecasts depends on our understanding of probabilities
mitigation strategies need to be connected to probabilities

-

Cultivating the use of probabilities helps our understanding
- communication is alpha and omega
Decision making tools should help to learn & improve without loosing confidence

New experiment coming
in June 2021... LEARN by DOING...
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Follow us:

Project webpage http://www.ieawindforecasting.dk/

and https://iea-wind.org/task-36/

Task-page: https://www.ieawindforecasting.dk/work-packages/workpackage-3
Publications: https://www.ieawindforecasting.dk/publications
YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsP1rLoutSXP0ECZKicczXg
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